SOCIAL -II Answer Key STD:VII.
I. Choose the correct answer :
1.b) creation of utilities
2.d) all of these
3.c) land, labour
4.a)father of economics
5.b)Adamsmith
6.a)Nickel and ferrous
7.b) Richter scale
8.a)pacific
9.a)stramboli
10.b)organizer
II. Fill in the blanks :
1. weicgart - guterberg
2.Mt.stromboli or st.hellens or pinatubo or manuna loa in
hawaii
3. earthquake
4.Fissure ereuption
5.blue
6. utility
7. land
8.labour
9.capital
10.mixed
III. Match the following
1.Sudden movement
2.Japanese term
3.Africa
4.USA
5.6371 km
6.Adamsmith
7.enrepreneur
8. stored for future
9. education,health

10.Cotton
IV. Distingiush between :
1. Social and sima
1

SIAL
(I)The continental
cruest is compared of
a layers called sial
which is made up of
silica and aluminium.
(ii) The average
demsity of sial is
about 2.7g/c

2

ACTIVE VALCANO

3

(i) Volcanoes that
erust frequently are
called active
volcanoes.
(ii) Most of the active
volcanoes lie in th
pacific ring of fire
belt. Eg.Mauna loa in
Hawaii
SHIELD VOLCANO
(i) It is formed by
quiet reuption of lava
with a low silica
content.
(ii) It has a wide base
and a cone with
gentle
slopereg.Hawaii
islands

SIMA
The oceanic crust is
compsed of a layer called
which is made up of silica
and magnesium.
(ii) The average density of
sima is about 3.0g/ c

DORMANT VOLCANO
(i)Dormant volcanoes have
sgown no sign of activity for
many year but they may
active at any time. (ii) It is
also called as sleeping
svolacanoes.eg.Mt.Fujiyama
in Japan

COMPOSITIVE VOLCANO
(i)It is made of atternate
layer of lave, under and ash.
(ii) They are also called
strato volcanoeg.St.Helens
mount

9. The characteristics of a enterprises are
V. answer the following briefly :
1. (i)The layer beneath the crust is called the mantle .
(ii)It is divided into two parts.
(i) The upper mantle
(ii) The lower mantle
2. On the basis of shape, there are three types of volcanoes,
They are
a. Shield volcano b. Cinder – cone volacnao c. Composite
volcano
3. A volcano is a vent or an opening in teh arths crust through
which g\hot magma erupts from deep below the surface.
4. A sudden movement of a portion of the earths crust which
producers a shaking or trembling.
5.







Crater
Lava
Vent
Magma
Ash

6. Ther are four factors of production. They are (i)land
(ii)Labour (iii) Capital (iv) Organization
7.
 Form utility
 Time utility
 Palce utility

8. Alfred Marshall defines labour as, the use of body or mind,
partly or wholly, with a view to secure an income apart from
the pleasure from the aork.






Making innovations
Deciding the reward payment
Taking risks and facing uncertainties.
10. Production is a process of combining various
material and immaterial inputs inorder to make
something for consunmption.
11. 1.a) Both and R are correct.
2.a_ A and R are correct and A explain R.
12. Three forma of capital are
 Physical capital
 Money capital
 Human capital
13. (i)Fujiyama
(ii) Clothing
(iii) Vent
(iv) Bread factory
VI. Answer the following in details
1. Pg.No. 203&2.4
2.Pg.No.208
3.Pg.no. 160&161
4.Pg.No.161
VII. Pgno.161

